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Challenge
Prevent high-impact cybercrime related 

activities against Westinghouse's critical 

and distributed SAP environment.

Solution
Onapsis X1 – the first and only 

SAP-certified solution for the automated 

security assessment of SAP platforms.

Result
Westinghouse was able to put in place 

extensive SAP security management 

processes to raise their SAP environment 

security level by automatically and 

periodically monitoring the platform for 

new threats.

The Company
Westinghouse Electric Company is a nuclear power company, offering a wide range of nuclear products and services to 
utilities throughout the world, including fuel, services, technology and plant design. With more than 14,000 employees in 
23 countries, nearly 50 percent of the nuclear power plants in operation worldwide are based on Westinghouse 
technology. Westinghouse's world headquarters is located in Cranberry Township, Pennsylvania.

Visit Westinghouse Electric at www.westinghousenuclear.com

The Challenge
Mats Karlsson, Information Security Manager at Westinghouse Electric Company, faced various challenges with respect to 
its SAP® platform. First and foremost, Mats was well aware that new SAP-specific security vulnerabilities were being 
discovered and published, both by the information security community as well as by SAP AG itself, on an ongoing basis. He 
knew that these vulnerabilities could be exploited by malicious parties to perform cybercrime related activities. 

Westinghouse needed an efficient way to detect such threats. “Being in the nuclear industry, our IT infrastructure is an 
attractive target for targeted cyber-attacks from rogue countries and competitors, who have a strong interest in getting 
hold of our business-critical data”, said Mats.

Likewise, Westinghouse had no comprehensive means to verify 
whether its SAP platform was indeed being maintained properly and 
in a timely manner. In fact, Mats had to sometimes rely on unfounded 
information he received from others. In some cases, when security 
gaps had already been identified, Mats was incorrectly advised that 
no remediation should ensue since there was no SAP AG endorsed fix 
or workaround. 

These SAP specific vulnerabilities and  
potential attack vectors were 

difficult to detect as we did not have an 
automated  way to perform comprehensive 

audits of our own SAP platform

Lastly, being regulated tightly, Westinghouse had to verify that they were compliant with all relevant regulations, 
both of domestic and international authorities. “We used a variety of risk assessment tools, but none of them had the 
capability to uncover vulnerabilities in the SAP technical layer”, noted Mats. Having no practical alternatives, Westinghouse 
resorted to labor-intensive manual assessments of these systems, which due to resource constraints were often partial in 
scope and depth.



The Solution
Westinghouse turned to Onapsis and selected its product, Onapsis X1, the first and only SAP-certified solution for automated security 
assessments of SAP platforms. “Onapsis X1 enabled in-depth technical security audits of our SAP platforms, exactly in the automated 
way we required”, Mats remarked.

The Result
Westinghouse got direct value right when they started using with Onapsis X1. The Information Security team was quickly able to shed 
light on the SAP security blind spot it was subject to and conduct a true comprehensive assessment of the platform.
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Onapsis X1 is a bigtime saver. Before using Onapsis 
X1, when we manually found an SAP security issue 

we had to look for remediation information 
manually. Now, we immediately get references to 

only the relevant SAP notes and detailed, 
step-by-step remediation instructions for all the 
vulnerabilities detected in our entire platform

You cannot assume that the SAP platform is 
maintained properly. We are now running Onapsis 
X1 once a month. This way, you not only discover 

any new security threats but also confirm that the 
platform is being effectively looked after.

Onapsis X1 is the perfect complement to SAP GRC. 
GRC analyzes user roles and  profiles for 

Segregation of Duties risks – whether the access 
level legitimate SAP users have is appropriate and 
compliant. Onapsis X1 identifies ways anonymous 
cyber attackers can get access to the system and 

cause harm. Together, I get a holistic view of 
threats affecting my SAP platform.

 It discovered that the platform had not been properly maintained and that SAP 
Security Notes (patches) had not been adequately applied. As an immediate 
consequence, Westinghouse put in place extensive SAP security management 
processes to ensure that the SAP security level was quickly brought up to, and 
remained at, satisfactory levels. Using Onapsis X1, the SAP Administration team 
(BASIS) could easily learn which SAP notes were relevant for detected 
vulnerabilities and get actionable remediation guidance. 

The software is easily installed on a Windows machine and is not a component of 
the SAP platform itself. Furthermore, Mats noted the high quality of support 
Westinghouse received from the Onapsis specialists. As a final comment, Mats 
pointed out that he wished he had had Onapsis X1 earlier on in their SAP 
implementation process. “Having this apability in an early stage, prior to a go-live, 
enables you to have a much safer baseline and processes in place sooner, which 
significantly reduces operational costs in the long term. I'd recommend to anyone 
who is in the process of implementing SAP to use Onapsis X1 to make sure that it's 
being implemented securely”.

www.onapsis.com

Onapsis X1 allows Auditors and Information Security professionals at 
organizations using SAP to go a layer deeper than Segregation of Duties controls. 
The product closely inspects the SAP infrastructure (NetWeaver/BASIS) layer for 
vulnerabilities, unsafe configurations of technical parameters, missing SAP 
security patches, insecure interfaces between SAP components and users with 
risky technical authorizations (for both ABAP and Javabased SAP systems). The 
product, which provides continuous monitoring capabilities, eliminates the SAP 
security gap most organizations suffer from by reporting precisely existing SAP 
threats and providing actionable remediation information.

“It’s the only product I know of that provides thorough SAP vulnerability scanning capabilities”, described Mats, “its reports include 
information about possible attack vectors a cyber-attacker could pursue when going after your SAP system whether through the SAP 
presentation, application or database tiers. Using other products you simply overlook these threats”.

“With the Onapsis X1 reports, you could very quickly see the business impact of issues, their relative priority and criticality and how they 
should be addressed. With this quality of information we could focus on remediating the most critical issues first and develop a sound 
ongoing business process”.

The Information Security team and senior management quickly understood the seriousness of the issues and the importance of getting 
things fixed promptly. “With Onapsis X1, we recognized in 20 minutes four different ways how one could break into our SAP platform 
anonymously. Executives were astounded by the type and extent of issues Onapsis X1 discovered, many of which were issues that might 
have operational impacts such as outages or possibility of sensitive information theft”, describes Mats. His team had gained swift 
upport to create a defined set of processes for SAP security management. Regarding the operational use of the product, Mats was 
happy to report that “Onapsis X1 is not invasive at all. There have been no network or server performance issues while the scans are 
running, which, of course, is very important for us”. 


